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Abstract. We consider the problem of seeking representative subset of dataset,
which can efficiently serve as the condensed view of the entire dataset. The
Kmedoids algorithm is a commonly used unsupervised method, which selects
center points as representatives. Those center points are mainly located in high
density areas and surrounded by other data points. However, boundary points in
the low density areas, which are useful for classification problem, are usually
overlooked. In this paper we propose a sparse model based medoids algorithm
(Smedoids) which aims to learn a special dictionary. Each column of this
dictionary is a representative data point from the dataset, and each data point of
the dataset can be described well by a linear combination of the columns of this
dictionary. In this way, center and boundary points are all selected as
representatives. Experiments evaluate the performances of our method for
finding representatives of real datasets on the image and video summarization
problem and the multi-class classification problem, and our method is shown to
out-perform state-of-the-art in accuracy.
Keywords: representative subset, sparse model, dictionary learning.

1

Introduction

In the field of machine learning, computing vision and information retrieval, the scale
of dataset grows at an ever increasing rate. Dealing with massive dataset is time- and
memory- consuming. Thus being able to select a relatively small number of samples
from a dataset, which can serve as a condensed view of the entire dataset, is of
importance. Using those representative samples for classification and clustering
algorithms can greatly reduce the memory requirement and computational time. In
addition, representative samples can be available for online extension.
Kmedoids [1] is a common unsupervised method which produces representative
samples. Similar to Kmeans, it assumes data points are distributed around several
cluster centers. But unlike Kmeans, those cluster centers of Kmedoids are data points
themselves, called medoids. Those medoids are usually located in the high density
areas, ignoring the low density boundary zones. As shown in Fig.1 medoids of
Kmedoids algorithm are mostly concentrated in high density areas of the distribution
of the original dataset. But for classification problem, e.g. SVM, low density
boundary areas deserves more concern [2].
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Fig. 1. Visual comparison of Smedoids and Kmedoids on digit ‘2’ of USPS. The green pooints
represent samples of digit ‘2’. The points circled by red are representative points selectedd by
our method, while those circleed by blue are selected by Kmedoids. The representative pointts of
Kmedoids are mostly concentrrated in the high density areas of the entire distribution, e.g. thhere
is only one representative poiint in the low density areas (in the black box); While ours has
many representatives in the low
w density zones, e.g. six points are selected in the black box.

In order to get accurate condensed
c
view of the entire dataset, we propose a spaarse
model based medoids algo
orithm (Smedoids), to find a compact dictionary whhose
columns are representativee samples. Unlike Kmedoids, in which each data poinnt is
assigned to one center rep
prehensive point, in our method each data point cann be
expressed by a linear com
mbination of the representative points. In other worrds,
representatives are subset of
o the entire data, which are referred most frequently byy all
the other data. In this way, whole distribution of original dataset can be well coveered
and deviation of our metho
od between original data and representatives are less tthan
Kmedoids’. As shown in Fiig.1 representative points in our method are not necessaarily
the cluster centers and many
y are in the low density zones.

2

Related Work

This work is closely relaated to representative selection methods and dictionnary
learning methods. First, we
w briefly review some related representative selecttion
methods. Then dictionary leearning methods are introduced.
2.1

Representative Seleection Methods

Several methods have been
n proposed for representative selection. Kmedoids [1] and
Affinity propagation [3] arre common unsupervised methods. Kmedoids, similarr to
Kmeans, is an iterative algo
orithm to find data centers surrounded by other data. W
When
similarities between pairs of
o samples are given, Affinity propagation uses a messsage
passing algorithm to find th
hose data centers. When data are assumed to be low-raank,
there are many methods [4
4],[5] using matrix factorization to select a few colum
mns
from the data matrix. The methods
m
proposed by [7], [8] are recent supervised methhods
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for representative selection. The method by [7] aims to find representatives close to
their class and far from other classes. While the method by [8] suggests a
representative selection technique focused on having a large hypothesis margin to
improve the performance of the 1-NN rule.
Our method is unsupervised, which is different from the above methods for the
following reasons: First, representative points are not necessarily the centers as
Kmedoids. In our method each data point can be described by a linear combination of
representatives. Those representatives are those data points referred most frequently
by other data in the dataset. Second, in the low density areas the number of
representative points is more than those center methods. We illustrate that lots of
points are near in high density areas. Because they are similar, they have high
probability to refer the same representatives within acceptable range of error. Thus
representatives in high density areas are highly reused. While in the low density areas,
data points have larger distance than those high density points, so they have to refer
their own neighbor points, and many representatives must be chosen in this zone.
Third, our method uses dictionary learning method instead of the matrix
decomposition approach, so it does not require the data to be low-rank.
Worth noting that [9] proposes a sparse modeling representative selection method
(SMRS) for finding representative objects in two steps: it first uses all data points as
dictionary for sparse coding and second selects representatives according to their
sparse representations. But using dataset as a large redundant and coherent dictionary
makes sparse coding unstable and expensive, while learning a compact dictionary can
overcome those problems [11]. Our method is a dictionary learning method, which is
stable and efficient. Besides we have compared with SMRS in experiments and
received even better results.
2.2

Dictionary Learning Methods

Learning a dictionary from data under some constraints is widely used in computer
vision and machine learning problems [6]. K-SVD algorithm [10] uses SVD
decomposition of the error matrix to learn over complete dictionary from redundancy
signals. Dictionaries according to many classes are constructed for clustering problem
[11],[12]. Transfer learning task builds a common dictionary to find new features
[13]. Task driven dictionary learning algorithm for classification is proposed by [14].
The method proposed by [15] uses online optimization based on stochastic
approximation which is suitable for large-scale task.
However atoms of those dictionaries are not the original data points, hence they
can’t be used as representative points directly. Different from those previous works,
the proposed Smedoids algorithm learns a dictionary which is subset of the dataset.
Each data point in the dataset can be described as a linear combination of atoms from
this learned dictionary, so this dictionary can be considered as the condensed view of
the dataset.
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Problem Formulation

Consider a set of data points in R m arranged as the columns in data matrix
X = {x1 ,...xn } , the representative selection methods seek the representative matrix
D = {d1 ,...dl } which are subset of X and the condense view of the original dataset.

The Kmedoids algorithm learns representative points D in two steps: first dividing
data points into k parts, and each data point has only one representative in D ;
Second fixing the division and finding a new medoids in each part. The problem is
formulated as follows:
n
min  ||xi − Dai ||22 , s.t . || ai ||0 = 1 ,
a
i =1

(1)

n
min  || xi − Dai ||22 ,
D
i =1

(2)

Where ai is the coefficient of xi . The  0 -norm of ai in Eq. (1) is to ensure that
each x has only one representative point in D , and Eq. (2) solves a better D when
fixing ai . Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) can be rewritten as follow:
n
min  ||xi − Dai ||22 , s.t . || ai ||0 = 1
D,a
i =1

(3)

 0 -norm of ai equals 1 constraint the solution to be center points in high density

areas, but as pointed out in [2] high density areas is weak for classification. Thus in
our proposed Smedoids algorithm, we extend || ai ||0 ≤ s , where s is the maximum
number of nonzero items in the sparse representations, and the problem turns to be
sparse modeling [16]. Since the ℓ norm is NP-hard, we replace the ℓ norm with
the ℓ norm. Different from the former works, the atoms of dictionary we get are the
actual data points, which can describe the original data set. The formulation is
following:
n
min  ||xi − Dai ||22
D,a
i =1

s.t. || ai ||1 ≤ s, D ∈ X

(4)

With our method the experiments show that the distribution of the dataset can be well
covered by atoms of this dictionary, and the total reconstruction error || xi − Dai ||22 is
less than the Kmedoids.
3.1

Smedoids Algorithm

The Smedoids algorithm we proposed is aim to solve Eq. (4). The Eq. (4) has two
variables and is not a convex problem. We can fix one variable, then the Eq. (4)
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becomes a convex problem. The Smedoids performs the following two steps
iteratively: first learning sparse representation of each data point using LASSO
algorithm [17]; Second fixing sparse representations and finding a better D column by
column. By those steps the total reconstruction error of Eq. (4) is reduced gradually as
shown in Fig. 2. Details are shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Smedoids
Input: X ∈ R m*n , T (the number of iterations), l (the number of atoms in D), s (the maximal
number of nonzero atoms in each sparse representation).
Output: D ∈ R m*l .
Initialization:  2 -normalize X , and randomly select l samples from X to initialize D.

Repeated until T


Sparse coding: computing sparse representations A = {a1 , ..., an } using LASSO
by solving:

n

min  ||xi − Dai ||22 s.t. || ai ||1 ≤ s, D ∈ X

i =1
Solving a better D: for the k -th column in D, fixing other columns:
a





Define the group of data X ref ,and ref = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai ≠ 0} .



Define the sparse representation matrix Aref ,let ak

(5)

k

= Aref (k ,:),

Aref ( k ,:) = 0 .


Compute the error matrix Ek , by Ek = X ref − DAref .



The total error function g ( d k ) =|| Ek − d k ak ||2 .



For each q ∈ ref :

2

d k = min g ( xq ) = min || Ek − xq ak ||2 s.t. a k = xq \ Ek .
2

x

(6)

x

The Smedoids algorithm is different from standard sparse modeling in the process of
dictionary updating. Smedoids algorithm aims to select representatives which coincide
with original data distribution. However standard sparse modeling method solves
dictionary updating by ‘calculating’, which mixes the data points, so normally the
dictionary is not consistent with original data distribution. In Algorithm 1 the dictionary
is updated column by column. When updating the k -th column, other columns are fixed.
The variable ref indicates the data points referred the k -th column, and error
g ( d k ) =|| Ek − d k ak ||2
2

reflects the total error the current column causes. The next

column should be the data point which can reduce g as Eq. (6). Updating corresponding
ak with d k is suggested in [10] as an efficient implementation.
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Convergence Analysis

Reconstruction Error

Algorithm 1 has two steps, and in this section we prove that each step of algorithm 1
is convergent, so this algorithm is convergent.
The first step is to calculate the sparse representations of samples. For small s
compared to n, the LASSO algorithm can robustly approximate the solution of Eq.
(5) [10]. This assumption is natural in applications of image and video processing.
Thus with fixed D this step decreases the solution of Eq. (4).

0.106

0.056
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50
The number of Iterations

Fig. 2. Visualization of the convergence of the algorithm 1, the reconstruction error of Eq. (4)
reduces gradually within 50 iterations

The second step is to find a better dictionary, when reduction or no change of the
solution in Eq. (6) and the sparsity constraint are guaranteed, this step is convergent.
Because the corresponding data is selected at first, the sparsity constraint is met [10].
The following proves that reduction or no change of Eq. (6)’s solution is guaranteed.
Theorem 3.1. Algorithm 1 can reduce or not change the error of the previous iteration
for optimizing dictionary.
Proof: Finding a better dictionary can be rewritten as following:
f ( D) =

min || X − DA || , s.t. D ∈ X
2

D

(7)

2

Since this convex optimization problem admits separable constraints in the columns
[15], updating the columns of dictionary one by one guarantees the convergence to a
global optimum. When updating k-th column, the problem is following:
f ( d k ) = min || X − DA ||2 = min || X nref − DAnref + X ref − DAref − d k ak ||2
2

2

= min || X nref − DAnref + Ek − d k ak ||

,

(8)

where ref indicates those samples which refer the k-th column, nref indicates those
don’t. We set the k-th row of the matrix to zero: Aref ( k ,:) = 0 . In the above
equation, the ( X

nref

− DAnref ) is

constant since other columns are fixed, so

g ( d k ) =|| Ek − d k ak ||2 is the total error caused by the k-th column.
2
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For d ∈ X , there is a daata point x j ,where d k = x j and x j ∈ X ref . If no other ddata
k

points minimize

g , x j is still selected by LASSO algorithm and the solution ddoes

not change; otherwise, otheer better data point is chosen to reduce the error.
From the above proof, we
w can conclude that algorithm 1 is convergence, so w
with
finite iterative number T the
t optimized dictionary is always solved. In each iterattive
the complex of Lasso algo
orithm is O (lmsn + ls 2 n ) , and the dictionary updatingg is
O (lnref ) . In fact on man
ny-core platform [18], the parallelization of dictionnary
updating reduces the com
mplexity to O ( nref ) . Thus the total complexity of the
algorithm is T *(O(lmsn + ls 2 n) + O(lnref )) . When n > 2Tls, m  s , the upper bouund
2
of this complexity is O(mnn ) .

Fig. 3. Visualization of the diictionary after updating with new added data, the first dictionnary
(on the left) is training on some
s
samples of digit ‘1’. Then this dictionary is used ass an
initialization dictionary for new
n
adding samples. The second dictionary (on the right) has
learned some new atoms mark
ked in red while other atoms are almost consistent with the first
one.

3.3

Online Extension

Since the representative po
oints coincide with original data, they can be reused w
when
new samples in the same or
o similar classes are added. Let D be the representattive
points solved in the curren
nt dataset and X new be the new added data. There are ttwo
extension methods. Let D be the initialization of the new dictionary, e.g. as shownn in
Fig. 3 or combine D and X new into a new data collection.
When adding a new representative dictionary Dnew of other class, since Dneew is
sufficient to describe the daata collection of the other class, the optimization dictionnary
can be achieved simply by combining
c
[ D Dnew ] .
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Experiments

In this section, we illustrate image and video summarization and multi-class
classification problem for evaluating the performances of our method for finding
representatives of real datasets.
4.1

Image and Video Summarization

We demonstrate that those representatives selected by the proposed algorithm can
well summarize image and video datasets, so this algorithm can be used as a
preprocess step in applications [24, 25].
First we consider the summarization of images of USPS dataset. The dataset
consists of different variation of ten digit characters. The representatives of USPS are
shown in Fig. 4 and it is worth notice that some marked representatives are not the
center samples. Those marked samples have fewer occurrences than others and are
hard to be classified, e.g. the marked representative of digit 4 and digit 9, digit 1 and
digit 2. Those boundary representatives are useful for marginal decision in SVM
training process.

Fig. 4. Representatives selected by our algorithm for the images of USPS dataset. Those
representatives stand for different variation of each digit.

Fig. 5. Frames selected by our method for a one-shot video. Nine representative frames selected
by our algorithm summary the activities of the video as follows: (1) a man stands by a
window;(2) a man talks to someone across the widow;(3) a woman and a man enter the
room;(4) one man leaves the room;(5) the first man sitting with the woman takes away her
crown and hands out the window;(6) the man leaves the room; (7) the woman see the thief
outside the window taking her crown;(8) the thief runs; (9) the woman passes out on the sofa.
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Fig. 6. Frames selected by our method for a multi-shot video. Different numbers of representative
frames are automatically computed according the amount activities of each shot as: one
representative frame for the 2-th shot; three representatives for the 3-th shot; two representatives for
the 4-th shot; two representatives for the 5-th shot.

Next we chose a 1,536-frame one-shot video and a 782-frame multi-shot from [19].
The one-shot video contains continuous actives in a fixed background. We use
algorithm 1 to extract nine representative frames. As shown in Fig. 5 those
representatives well cover the whole activities of this video. This result is better than
[9] which have missed the frame where a man is passing the crown to the window.
The 5-shot video contains 4 different scenes, including cartoon, sky, virtual scene and
rocket launch. We extract eight representative frames. Those representatives capture
all those scenes but not all those shots as shown in Fig. 6. It’s noteworthy that 1-th
shot is similar with 5-th shot regardless background or activity, so they share
representatives, that’s why 1-th shot has no representatives. Different number of
representatives reflects the number of activities in each shot. Two kids are throwing a
ball in the third shot. Three representatives capture the main activities of this event:
(1) a boy is ready to throw a ball; (2) a girl receives the ball; (3) the girl holds the ball.
Relatively static shot has fewer representatives as 2-th shot.
4.2

Classification Performance Using Representatives

We now evaluate the performance of our method as well as other algorithms for
finding representatives that are used for multi-class classification problem. For
training set in each class we only select a few representatives and use them as a
reduced training dataset. It is believed that the better those representatives condense
the original training data, the higher accuracy the classification results would get.
We compare the proposed algorithm, Smedoids, with several state-of-the-art
methods for finding representatives: Kmedoids, Sparse Modeling Representative
Selection (SMRS) and simple random selection (Rand). Two standard classification
algorithms, multi-class classifier (SVM) [20] and Sparse Representation-based
Classification (SRC) [23], are used to evaluate the multi-class classification
performance. The experiments are run on the handwritten digits database USPS [21]
and the Yale Face Database B [22]. The USPS handwritten database contains 11000
images of ten digit characters, and in each class 1000 samples are randomly selected
for training and left for testing. The Yale-B contains 5760 images of 10 subjects
which have been cropped to the size of 16 by 19 pixels by us, and in each class 300
samples are randomly selected for training and left for testing. We run several times
with different number l of representatives selected from training set. Obviously with
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more training representatives, the classification will achieve higher accuracy. Tables 1
and 2 show the classification results for the USPS database and the Yale-B database
respectively.
From the results, we can conclude that our proposed method always gets the best
accuracy. All representative selection methods work better with SVM than with SRC.
In contrast to [9] SMRS performs better than Kmedoids in some cases but not always.
Table 1. Classification results on USPS digit dataset using
training samples in each class

USPS
Representatives #

SRC

SVM

l =10
l =20
l =30
l =40
l =10
l =20
l =30
l =40

Rand

Kmedoids

SMRS

0.77

0.838

0.824

0.86

0.86

0.872

0.868

0.896

Yale-B Face

SRC

SVM

l =10
l =20
l =30
l =40
l =10
l =20
l =30
l =40

Proposed

0.895

0.898

0.902

0.92

0.9127

0.917

0.917

0.928

0.8027

0.8758

0.8556

0.907

0.8809

0.888

0.8697

0.9236

0.9137

0.9308

0.9243

0.9464

0.9346

0.9392

0.9305

0.9489

Table 2. Classification results on Yale-B Face dataset using
training samples in each class

Representatives #

l representatives of the 1000

l representatives of the 300

Rand

Kmedoids

SMRS

Proposed

0.44

0.5117

0.4633

0.54

0.57

0.6397

0.5947

0.6877

0.6347

0.7067

0.6990

0.74

0.7003

0.7627

0.754

0.7843

0.5873

0.6417

0.6017

0.7083

0.7213

0.7877

0.7787

0.834

0.7997

0.8277

0.8397

0.868

0.8443

0.889

0.8787

0.9003

Our proposed method works best because not only center points but also boundary
points are selected. We investigate the effect of the parameters of algorithm1, T (the
number of iterations) and s (the maximal number of nonzero atoms in each sparse
representation). We set T to 20 and s to 5 in all runs, and we also constraint the
sparse representations to be non-negative to get the reported result.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a Smedoids algorithm to select representatives from entire
dataset and prove its convergence. The Smedoids algorithm selects both center and
boundary points that well cover the whole distribution of dataset, and we argue that
our method can condense the original dataset better than the state-of-the-art
representative selection methods. Results of video summarization show that main
activities of each shot are well captured. In addition our proposed method always
achieves the best accuracy among the state-of-art algorithms using representatives for
multi-class classification problem.
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